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ABSTRACT. 2014 We prove that simple graphs with two generalized vertices
and an arbitrary number of internal lines, can be associated with genera-
lized G-convolution products which conserve all algebraic and analytic
properties resulting from the linear Wightman axioms. The method used
is an extension in the renormalized case of the Bros-Lassalle iterative

procedure.

RESUME. 2014 On demontre qu’a des graphes simples a deux vertex gene-
ralises et un nombre arbitraire de lignes internes, on peut associer des -

produits de G-convolution generalises qui conservent toutes les proprietes
algebriques et analytiques resultant des axiomes de Wightman lineaires.
La methode utilisee est une extension au cas renormalise de la methode
iterative de Bros et Lassalle.
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390 M. MANOLESSOU AND B. DUCOMET

INTRODUCTION

In [7] a renormalized normal product in the r-dimensional (1 ~ ~4)
Euclidean space has been introduced to study the equations of motion
for the Schwinger functions of a 1&#x3E;4 model in the Euclidean Axiomatic
field theory framework. The essential tool for this purpose was the renor-
malized G-convolution product defined in [2] in the Euclidean case. In
the special case of two dimensions it has been proved that these equations
of motion conserve :

I) All analytic and algebraic properties in 2-momenta complex Min-
kowski space, implied by the linear program of a Wightman field theory,
and which characterize the structure of a general N-point function (see
def. of section 1 and [3 ]). These conservation laws have been established
by using the iterative integration method introduced by Bros and Lassalle
in [3] and [4 ]. -

II) Properties of asymptotic behaviour at infinity in 2 momenta Euclidean
space by application of the main theorem of [5 ]. The extension of the
above results in the more interesting case of four dimensional complex
Minkowski space can be obtained only by an improvement of the method
used. More precisely it is necessary to establish new topological statements
concerning the graphical representation of the renormalized G-convo-
lution product (R. G. P.), together with the corresponding analytic
and algebraic properties (of the renormalized integrand RG) which are
appropriate to the graphical iterative features of the renormalization.
procedure. This is what exactly we have realized in the present work.
We have to notice at this point that the local character of each term

in the perturbation theory framework, for the Feynman integrals, has
been established by Epstein and Glaser in [8 ]. These authors have proved
rigourously that at each order of renormalized perturbation theory, a
causal system of time ordered products can be defined and that there
exists an equivalence between the existence of this system and that of a
set of analytic n-point functions which can be identified with sums of
Feynman integrals in the corresponding order of perturbative theory.
The method of renormalized G-convolution product used in the present

work is non perturbative and has the advantage that by the generalization
of Feynman amplitude in complex Minkowski momentum space yields
directly the analyticity of all integrals associated with general graphs
and in particular with Feynman graphs.
For technical reasons we restrict ourselves to a class of the so called

« simple graphs » (see def. (4.1.1). This class is large enough to contain
all typical graphs of the equations of motion of a 1&#x3E;4 theory (see [1 ]) and
so sufficient for our purposes.

l’Institut Henri Poincaré - Physique theorique



391CONSERVATION OF AXIOMATIC FIELD THEORY PROPERTIES

In section 1 we recall all definitions and results of the references [3 ],
[4] and [5] which will be used in the forthcoming sections. In section 2
we associate a set of simply connected graphs (trees) to a general graph G
and to all its subgraphs y in the « forest » formalism of renormalization
as defined in [6 ], [7] and extended in [2 ]. We thus establish the extension RG
of the renormalized integrand RG of G. We call this technical tool a
« blowing up procedure ».

In section 3 we establish some mathematical results concerning the
algebraic and analytic properties of the so called n-point functions of
« tree type ». The results of the above two previous sections concern a
graph G of general structure, and the larger part of the corresponding
proofs are found in [10 ]. _

In section 4 we restrict ourselves to the « simple type » graphs which
contain only two generalized vertices linked by an arbitrary number of
internal lines. We apply the statements of section 2 and 3 to this case
and show the general n-point analytic and algebraic properties of the
extended renormalized integrand RG. We then apply the analog of the
iterative integration of [3] and [4] to prove theorems 4 . 2 and 4 . 3. These
theorems ensure the conservation of the character general n-point function
by the renormalized G-convolution products HGn of simple type involved,
in particular, by the D~ equations of motion.

. SECTION 1

1 . 1. ANALYTIC PROPERTIES
OF GENERAL n-POINT FUNCTIONS (cf. [3] [4])

Let us consider the set X == {1, 2, ..., ~} ; we call ~*(X) the set of
all proper subsets of X, and (X, XBI) every proper partition of X.

DEFINITION 1 a. A function defined in :

is called a general n-point function if it satisfies the following properties :
i) analyticity in the union of a certain family of tubes :

and slow increase near the real ; is the cone of tf~" ~ defined by :

Vol. 40, n° 4-1984.



392 M. MANOLESSOU AND B. DUCOMET

where /). is a function defined on 9*(X) with values in { - 1, 1 } such that
~ is not empty ( 1 ) ; we call the set of such functions ;

the real boundary /). E A~n~ ~ are distributions.
ii) the boundary values and H~2~(P) associated with two adjacent

tubes ~ ~,1 separated by the partition (I, XBI) coincide, in the
distributional sense, in the « edge of the wedge » region ØlI defined by :

where : PI = Pi, MI is a suitable mass-threshold in the channel (I, XBI),
ieI

and mI is the discrete mass-spectrum of the theory.
We say that i) and ii) characterize the primitive domain of analyticity

of a general n-point function.
The boundary satisfy general « Stein-

mann relations ». B

More precisely, for a quartet of adjacent 1  ~ 4}
corresponding to a pair of transverse partitions (2) (I, XBI), (J, XBJ), say :
~++, ~-+, , - -, ~ ~, + -, the four corresponding boundary values

satisfy : -

iv) The T-boundary value of denoted by is defined by the
« Ruelle prescription ».

The open set S2~ are defined by :

where :

When is the physical n-point function, then is the connected

time-ordered product 

e) V+ is the forward light cone defined by V+ = {x| x2 &#x3E; 0, x° &#x3E; 0}.
(2) Transverse partitions (I, XBI), (J, XBJ) satisfy: I n J -# 0, I n (XBJ) -# 0, (XBJ) n J -# 0,

(XBI) n (XBJ) -# 0.

l’Institut Henri Poincaré - Physique theorique



393CONSERVATION OF AXIOMATIC FIELD THEORY PROPERTIES

12 ASYMPTOTIC BEHAVIOUR OF n-POINT FUNCTIONS
IN EUCLIDEAN REGIONS (see [2] and [5])

a) Class of Weinberg ( 3).

Let E an N-dimensional vector space on [?.
Let a a bounded real-valued function on the set of all the linear sub-

spaces S 5~ {0}.

DEFINITION A complex-valued function f on E belongs to the
Weinberg class if, for every set independent vectors L 1, ..., Lm
and every bounded region W on E, there exists a set of numbers

b1, b2, ... , bm &#x3E; 1 and a constant M &#x3E; 0 (depending on L 1, L2, ..., Lm
and W) such that :

where the real variables yj ( j = 1, ..., m) belong to the region {yj  bj}
and where C E W, ...,L~. } denotes the linear closure of the
set of vectors { L1, ...,L. }.

b) Class En.

Let  an n-dimensional vector space with a norm II .11. 
Let Py(D) any homogeneous polynomial of degree v in the derivatives

with respect to the coordinates in ~. In an intrinsic way, Pv(D) is a linear
operator on associated with an element Pv of the symetrized tensor

product and is defined as follows ; let if denotes
the derivative application of order v of f at K, which is a linear form on

one has :

We define then the following class of symbols :

DEFINITION Ic. 2014 Let  an arbitrary real number. A function f on 

e) Note that the original Weinberg classes involve (cf [77]) a logarithmic index ~3.
However, in all the paper, we shall denote by the abusive notation AN the genuine class
A~ with ~3 = 0. This abuse has no influence upon the integrability criterium (for a detailed
study of this fact, see [72]).

Vol. 40, n° 4-1984.



394 M. MANOLESSOU AND B. DUCOMET

is said to belong to the class En if it belongs to and if, for every integer
v &#x3E; 0 and every homogeneous polynomial in derivative with respect
to K, there is a constant Cv such that :

Here . is a certain norm on the symetrized tensor product 03BD.

c) Weinberg’s theorem (Power Counting Theorem).

THEOREM 1.1. - Let f(K, k) belong to the Weinberg class on the
vector space ~~~~ 1~ x 1  r  4.

Then:

i) The integral I(K) = r f(K, k)drLk converges absolutely.

ii) I(K) belongs to a class A03B1Ir(n-1) of Weinberg functions with the following
asymptotic indicatrix aI:

where x is the canonical projection of : ~~~ on ~(~)-1).

SECTION 2

2.1. SETS OF INDEPENDENT INTERNAL LINES OF G

AND OF SUB GRAPHS y OF G

DEFINITION Z . a.

2~. 1. 2014 On the set J~ of internal lines of a given connected graph G,
we decide once for all to put an order Q which we denote by the sign &#x3E;,
so that :

with ~, == lif I (the number of elements of J~) and :

2a . 2. 2014 The order Q will allow us to associate with G a well defined
tree graph Go as follows.
We first define the following subset KG of internal lines of G (as a subset

of J~, it is necessarily ordered by Q):

Annales de Henri Poincaré - Physique " theorique ’



395CONSERVATION OF AXIOMATIC FIELD THEORY PROPERTIES

satisfying the properties :
a) connected and V &#x3E; 4, disconnected.

b) V~’  L, ... B0 connected and
Vlk : 1; _ 1 &#x3E; lk &#x3E; ~ GBll B ... B~-1 B~. disconnected

c) &#x3E; 4, GB!iB... lL Blk disconnected.
We call « the set of independent lines of G » induced by the order Q.

Since the order Q induces an order Qy on the set of internal lines of every
connected subgraph y c G, - we can define in a analogous way (by pro-
perties a) b) c)) the set of independent internal lines of y :

and the set of independent internal lines of GBJfy, denoted by ~’G. More-
over, inside a forest U of G we consider the set {03B3a a = 1, ..., c} of
maximal disj oint subgraphs of y in U(y) and the corresponding union of

the sets We then define the set of independent internal lines
a

of y H03B303B1 induced by Q as the set of ordered lines :

with La the number of independent loops of ya.
We now present without proof a useful statement concerning the above

defined sets. The corresponding proofs of all these properties are given
in detailed form in [10 ].

PROPOSITION 2.1. i) The subgraphs GBJfG of G, and 
are tree graphs depending on the order Q.

ii) a) For a given connected graph G with the order Q on its set of
internal lines, and for every couple of connected subgraphs ,u c y of G,
the corresponding sets of independent internal lines satisfy :

b) Given a Forest U of G and an arbitrary y E U, the following generalized
decomposition formula holds :

Here, ya, a = 1, ..., c are the maximal disjoint subgraphs of U(G), and
Y-c, L = 1, ..., d are the maximal disjoint subgraphs of U(y).

Vol. 40, n° 4-1984.



396 M. MANOLESSOU AND B. DUCOMET

22 AN ADMISSIBLE SET OF BASIC INTERNAL MOMENTA:
THE Q-ASSIGNMENT

With a fixed order Q on the internal lines of a graph G, we are going
to associate a special « admissible » (4) set of basic internal momenta

for G and for all connected subgraphs y of G ; this special choice will
be called an « 03A9-assignment » of internal momenta. We choose as a parti-
cular solution of (2 .10) in [6] the one corresponding to the choice :

The set of equations (2.10) in [6] then reduces to a system of 4(Nv - 1)
equations for the momenta associated with the lines 

(the latter being a tree graph). Furthermore, with every line lab03C3 ~ HG
we associate one of the L-independent variables (whose set is denoted by k).

So in the following the lines of will be in one-to-one correspondence
with the L independent variables of integration. Similarly, for every
connected subgraph y of G, we choose as a particular solution of (2.27)
in [6] ] the one corresponding to the choice :

The E being then determined as the solution of
a system of 4(NU - 1) equations. We also choose the set ky of independent
variables of integration in y as the set of four momenta kab6 associated
with all the lines lab6 in Jfy. Taking into account Proposition 2.1 we can
then put :

That means the set of independent variables ky is a subset of the set k defined
in (2.14). Taking into account the preceding results and definitions we
have shown in [10 ] the following.

PROPOSITION 2 . 2. For a given graph G the above defined S2-assignment
of internal momenta is an admissible one. That means it satisfies for every
subgraph y c G :

(4) In the sense of Zimmermann [6] as already explained in [1 ].

Annales de l’Institut Henri Poincare - Physique theorique
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p) denotes the set of basic internal momenta of y (resp. of G)).
For every couple of subgraphs ,u, y of G such that ~u c y :

23 THE « BLOWING UP PROCEDURE »
ASSOCIATED WITH Q

DEFINITION 2c .1. - For an arbitrary graph y ~ G we consider now
the following procedure. We « cut » the lines of the set Jfy so that from
each internal line 1 E Jfy we obtain a pair of external lines (7,7’). We then
define for G a set :

and for all y ~ G we define the corresponding sets :

so that the following conditions are satisfied : %b and for every
couple y, ,u with y ~  C G :

Proposition 2. 1 then allows us to state the following:

LEMMA 2 .1. Given a graph G with n external lines and given an order SZ
on ~, the « cutting» of all lines Ij E inside every forest U yields
simultaneously:
From G a tree graph TG having n + 2 I external lines and from

every subgraph y of U(G) a tree graph Ty with ny + 21 external lines.
We call this operation a « blowing up » procedure for the forest U of G.

After this « blowing up » procedure we define the new renormalized
integrand RG, in a way analogous to [2 ].

DEFINITIONS 2 . c . 2. With every pair of cut lines l~) E { 
we associate momenta k)’)EC8).

We use the notation (K, k, k’) (resp. (Ky, ky, ky )) to denote the set of external
and internal momenta of TG (resp. Ty). These momenta satisfy:

Vol. 40, n° 4-1984.
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2 . c . 3. 2014 In a way analogous to [7] ] (5) we define the mappings :
(K, k, ~) ~ K"(K, k, ~) (Ky, ~, ~’ ~, ~’)
(K, k, ~) ~. k, ~) 

and resp. 
~ ky, 

(2.19)

and we associate with every vertex V of TQ (resp. with every line L) a
completely amputated general n03BD-point function 6"" (resp. i(2)) satisfying:

We shall suppose that :

We then define the « integrand » corresponding to TG (resp. Ty) by :

Here denotes the set of internal and external lines of TG.
Respectively :

For the « integrand » corresponding to a tree graph Ty which results
from a « blown up » reduced subgraph 03B3=03B3/03B3103B32 ... 7c with 03B3a a =1, ..., c
disjoint maximal subgraphs of U(y) we have the analog of formula (2 . 40)
of ?1.

C) See in section 2 of [7] all exact definitions given there.

(6) This is a shorthand notation to indicate that we take the restriction of the function
k, k’) on the submanifold ki = - ki, 1 ~ i  ~ 

Annales de l’Institut Henri Poincaré - Physique theorique
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We can show the following :

LEMME 2.2.

2 . c . 4. 2014 Taking into account the order Qy on the internal and coupled
blown up external lines of Ty we select the first 2 ~ ~y ~ - 1 momenta :

corresponding to the first ordered « cut » 1;} 
We define on this way a set of independent internal momenta of y and

we denote it by :

From Lemma 2. 5 and the momentum 03A9-assignment (Proposition 2.2),
we then obtain:

LEMMA 2. 3. For any two graphs y1, y2 with y2 c y1, the corresponding
sets a = 1, 2 of independent internal momenta satisfy:

2. c. 5. 2014 Given two graphs)’2 c 7i we consider a function 
of the internal and external momenta of y2. The inclusion property (2.39)
allows us to define the functions by: ,

The basic internal momenta denoted by pab6(Ky2) (for an internal line
of TyJ are defined as in sec. 2 of [6] through the momentum conser-

vation equations at all the vertices of the tree graphs T T by ( see prop. 2.1):

Finally the substitution operator S y2 * (see [6 ]) acting on the functions
of the variables of any graph y2 c 7i is defined as follows :

and satisfies the following properties :

Vol. 40, n° 4-1984.
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If :

2 . c . 6. 2014 The renormalized integrand RG (analog of eq. (2 . 43) in [2] ]
after the « blowing up » procedure is defined by :

with

Here the functions Yy are defined recursively by :

and

the product in (2.40) is taken over all external lines of G. We state the
following.

PROPOSITION 2 . 2. - For a given general graph G with independent
loops. The G. R. I. Z. RG(K, k) (eq. (2 . 43)) of [2 ]) is related to RG (eq. (2.36))
by:

Proof . 2014 We use the following recursion hypothesis. We suppose that
for each ya maximal sub graph of U(y) the function Yya satisfies :

We then prove that a similar relation holds between Yy and Yy. The
operator - acts only on the external variables and Sa satisfies pro-
perty (2 . 35) ; therefore taking into account the recursion hypothesis (2 . 42)
we can write (in view of (2. 9))

de l’Institut Henri Poincaré - Physique theorique
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We combine Lemma (2 . 2) with (2 . 43) inside the formula (2 . 39) to obtain :

We then apply the result (2 . 44) to y = G and obtain :

The sum over all forests U yields (2.41).
The above statement allows us to study all properties of k’)

(this will be the aim of the two next sections) and then to try a procedure
(to be specified in section 4) of successive integrations of RG over

all internal four momenta kj, 1  j  | HG|, in order to obtain the extension
in the complex space of the finite part and prove all its analytic and
algebraic properties.

SECTION 3

3. SOME OPERATIONS ON GENERAL n-POINT FUNCTIONS

We shall prove some useful properties of the general n-point functions.

LEMME 3.1. - Let H~(K), ...~},
be a general n-point function. The partial derivatives with respect to arbi-

trary directions : ( for any choice of 4(n - 1)

independent components of the vectors KJ are general n-point functions
of the same set of variab les 

Proof. 2014 The analyticity inside the tubes of every derivative of the ana-

lytic function is evident. The Steinmann and coincidence relations

follow from the linearity of the derivation operator together with the
fact that the real boundary value of any derivative of the analytic function

is equal to the corresponding derivative (in the sense of distributions
on real space ~X~n -1 ~) of the boundary value of 

LEMMA 3.2.2014~) Let Lemma 3 .1. T he product of 
by a polynomial B(K) in the same variables is a general n-point function.

Vol. 40, n° 4-1984.
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b) The sum of general n-point functions is a general n-point
functions. i

The proof is trivial.

LEMME 3.3. Let be as in Lemma 3.1. For every I ~ X the
restriction:

is a general n - I I point function.

Proof 2014 It has been proved in [3] that a general n-point function is
analytic at all the boundary points of the tubes ~i ~,n~ which do not belong
to the union of the family of sets {0394J, J E 9*(X) } :

It is then easy to check that in the linear manifold :

every tube E belongs to the intersection of the boundaries
of several tubes in c~(n-1) and has no point in any set Aj defined
above. Moreover the coincidence relations for &#x3E; between adjacent
tubes are the restrictions to C~BÏ -111- 1) of the coincidence
relations for between the corresponding sets of tubes 
Steinmann relations for are also restrictions of corresponding
Steinamnn relations for 

DEFINITION 3. a. - A partition (I, XBI) is called trivial for a general
n-point function if the corresponding discontinuity function is identically
zero ; more precisely if for every pair of adjacent tubes ~, ~. separated
by the face qi = = 0, one has = H~ in the whole space f~X~n-1~.

DEFINITION 3 . b. 2014 Let m be a partition (I, .... 1m) of X : X = Ij
jeM

with M = {1, ..., ~ }. We define the following linear mapping of

Annales de l’Institut Henri Poincaré - Physique " theorique "
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With every proper subset N of M, we associate in X the subset :

We thus have : i = i = .

jeN ieI(N)

LEMMA 3.4. 2014 For every general m-point function H(m)(k) the inverse ,
image of H(m) by 

is a general n-point function.
Moreover the following specifications hold :

a) for every partition (N, MBN) of M which is trivial (resp. non trivial)
for H~m~(k), the corresponding partition (I(N), XBI(N)) of X is trivial (resp.
non trivial) . for 

b) For a partition (I, XBI) of X to be non-trivial for the f ’ollowing
condition is necessary. ,

T here exists a subset N E ØJ*(M) such that I = I(N) (in the sense of (3.2)).
The proof of this statement is given in [10 ].

DEFINITION 3 . c. 2014 In the following, we shall consider a tree-graph T
whose external lines are labelled by the elements of the set X, and carry

the respective (complex) four-momenta Ki Ki = 0
ieX

DEFINITION 3. c .1. 2014 We say that a general n-point function 
(K E ~X~n -1 ~) is of « tree type » if it is a tree-graph convolution in the sense
of [4 ], which is associated with a tree T with n external lines.
We recall the definition of such a function H~:
a) With every vertex v of T a general ~-point function 

is associated ; here Xv denotes the set of indices which
label the lines incident to the vertex v ; n" is the number of these lines.
Each line E Xv) carries four momentum and is a set { E X" ~

satisfying = 0.

jEx"

b) Let be the partition of X whose elements are all non-empty sub-
sets I(j, v) of X for varying in X". (Each element i E X belongs to one and
only one subset IU, v), since the external line li of T is connected to v through
a unique path which contains a unique line lj with j ~ X").

Let then be the linear mapping from onto associated

Vol. 40, n° 4-1984.



404 M. MANOLESSOU AND B. DUCOMET

with the partition ~w~ of X (see formula (3.1)). In view of Lemma 3.4,
is a general n-point function, and we then define a tree convo-

lution product as follows,

The first product is taken over the set J~ of vertices of T. The second
one is taken over all internal lines XBI) denotes the line partition
of T which is associated with the line the inverse of the general two
point function H(2) associated with the internal line li, is used in order
to produce a simple pole at in the corresponding channel (I, XBI).
The following property has been proved in [4 ].

LEMMA 3 . 5. - defined by (3 . 3) is a general n-point function.

DEFINITION 3 . d .1. 2014 Let us consider a function of tree type as given
by def. 3 . c .1. A vertex vo of T is said to be a virtual vertex for 
if every pure vertex partition connected with vo is a trivial partition
for 

DEFINITION 3 . d . 2. - A general n-point function of tree type is
said to be of « special tree type » if at least one vertex v ofT is virtual for 
in the sense of Definition 3 . d .1.

DEFINITION 3. e.

3 . e .1. 2014 Let X be a set of indices with N elements : ~ I X = N. We consider
a family F of subsets of X : F X, a such that one

has either Xb c Xa or Xa c Xb; Va E j~ we put Xa = na.

3 . e . 2. 2014 We define an order Q over the set X of indices and we denote

by K e C~"* ~ the following ordered set of variables :

For every a E j~ we denote by Qa the order induced by Q on the set Xa
of indices and we denote by the set :

Annales de Henri Poincare - Physique ’ theorique 
’
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Let na denote the maximal (following 03A9a) index of Xa. We define the
following linear mapping 

3 . e . 3. 2014 With every set Xa E F we associate a general na-point function
Hna(Ka) in ~X~na - ~ ~. We then consider the inverse image of such a function :

By application of Lemma 3 . 4 we obtain the following :

LEMMA 3 . 6. defined by (3 .14) is a general N-point function.

Concluding remark.

Applying all the preceding lemmas to the « blown-up » renormalized
integrand RG, we would like to obtain the n-point character for it. Unfor-
tunately, after Bros-Lassalle ( [3 ] [4D we know that the corner stone of
their construction which allows the conservation of the primitive analyticity
domains of n-point functions by G-convolution is the set of Steinman rela-
tions ; in the renormalized context, the procedure used to work on these
relations does not allow us to prove them for a general graph, giving only
a partial result ([70]). This fact may be seen as a crucial obstruction due to
renormalization, and forces us to a strong technical restriction analyzed
in the last section, useful in the 03C64 and Bethe-Salpeter contexts.

SECTION 4

4.1. PROPERTIES OF THE « BLOWN-UP »
RENORMALIZED INTEGRAND

411 Definition of simple graphs.

In the following sections, we restrict ourselves to a certain kind of

graphs G called « simple graphs » which is sufficient for our present purpose
(in view of [1 ]).

These graphs have the following structure (see Fig. 1).
There exists only two generalized vertices Vi, i = 1, 2 and L + 1 internal

lines linking them.

Vol. 40, n° 4-1984.



406 M. MANOLESSOU AND B. DUCOMET

To each vertex Vi (resp. to each line li) is associated a general 
function (resp. a general two-point function).
We are going to prove that for such graphs, the corresponding renor-

malized G-convolution product HrenG (see definition 4.13 below) is a general
n-point function.
For this purpose we use the technique of Lassalle [4 ], starting with

tree graphs and then going on by a recursive integration associated with
the blowing-up procedure of Section 2.

4.1.2. Analytic properties of RG.

In a given G-forest U we consider the function Yy corresponding to a
given y E U(G) (after the « blowing up » operation of sec. 2) following
the recursion formula :

with ya the maximal element of U(y). Notice that now, for every y c G,
there is at most one maximal subgraph. 

’

In what follows we shall apply all general results of sec. 3 on the for-
mula (2.39) when y = G, which yields recursively the contribution of
every forest term in eq. (2.36) of RG.

DEFINITION 4. a.

4.~.1.2014 Let X~ = {1, ..., (resp. X~ = {1, ... , n }) denote the
set of indice_s of external momenta Ky of Ty (resp. K of TG). Let X2y~
(resp. X2) denote the set of indices of internal independent momenta

of Ty (resp. k, k’ ofTe) as given by the Q-assignment (eq. (2.12)-(2.16)) ;
more precisely : with the ordered (following Qy) set of lines 

(resp. of Ty (of TG) we associate the ordered set of indices
u (resp. X2), so we write : 

-
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In what follows we shall use the followines sets of variables :

Analogous definitions hold for the sets (K, k, k’), (k, k’) when y = G.

4 . a . 2. - Let { (resp. L’) denote the maximal following Qy (resp. Qe)
index in (resp. in X2). We define the analogs of linear application (3 . 6)
for every y E U(G) and G :

For a given forest U we then state the following:

PROPOSITION 4.1. - The function FU in formula (2.37) 
n + 2L function in the C(4+2L-1) of the set (K, k, k’).
For the proof of this property let us first show two useful statements:

’" 

LEMMA 4.1. - For every subgraph yeU(G) the corresonding function
k03B3, k03B3’) is a general (n03B3 + 2L03B3)-point function of special tree type.

Proof. - From Lemma 2.1 of the « blowing up » operation and Defi-

nitions 2.27 (for Iy) and 3. c . 1 of tree type functions, it follows that

I03B3(K03B3, k03B3, k03B3’) is a general n03B3 + 2L03B3-point function of tree type in the space
the variables ~, ~). Notice that as we can verify

from formula (2.27), the corresponding tree graph Ty (with ~y + 2Ly
external lines) has the following special property: the general n03BD-point
functions (resp. the general 2-point functions) which correspond to all

vertices u E N03B3 such that r E N03B3a (resp. II E L(03B3a) with 03B3a maximal subgraph
in U(y), are equal to the constant 1.

LEMMA 4.2. - For each subgraph y E U(G) the corresponding function Yy
Vol. 40, n° 4-1984. 17
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is 1 ’ sum of products of I03B3 by general 2L03B3a-point functions corresponding
to , 03B3a with 03B3a maximal subgraph is U(03B3) Precisely:

here are polynomials and HTa are general 2L03B3a point functions of special
tree type.

Proof - For the proof we use the following recurrence hypothesis.
We suppose that the statement holds for the maximal element 03B3a of U(y) ;
we then show that it is true for y.

a) Action of ( - 
From the recurrence hypothesis (4 . 6) and the property of Taylor operator

to act only on the external variables Kya we obtain :

where 03C4 is the maximal sub graph of U(yJ.
From Lemmas 3.1 and 3 . 3 the derivations and the restriction to KYa = 0

yield products of polynomials and general 2Lya point functions 
more precisely HT are of (special) tree type because the linearity of the
derivative operators conserves the (special) tree type character of Iya
(Lemma 4 .1) given by formula (2 . 27) ; the corresponding tree graph Ta
results from Tya when all the external lines of the latter are eliminated, so :

b) Action of S~.
Following definition (2 . 34) and property 2 . 35 a) we obtain :

where is a polynomial of degree 03BBa in 
Finally, by combining Lemma 4.1 with properties (4.9) we obtain

formula (4. 6).

Proof of Proposition 4.1. 2014 We apply Lemmas 4.1 and 4.2 to y = G
to obtain :

Annales de Henri Poincaré - Physique ’ theorique 
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where Iu is a general n + 2L point function and HTy(ky, ky~)
is a general 2Ly point function We take the inverse images
of HTv by the mapping (4 . 3) to obtain a sum of products of polynomials
by general n + 2L point functions 

with YG, we associate the following tree graph (Fig. 2).

We then apply Lemma 3.5 of tree type functions and Lemma 3.2 for
the sum to obtain that YG(K, k, k’) or FU satisfies Proposition 4.1.
On the other hand, application of the proof of Lemmas 4.1, 4 . 2 . a)

for IGT and ( - yields that :

By taking the inverse images of HTG, HTy by def. (4. 3), (4.4) respectively .
and by applying Proposition 4.1 and Lemma 3 . 2 we obtain the announced
result for a full forest.
We note now that the inverse 2-point functions [H~2~(ki) ] -1 in for-

mula (2.37) are analytic functions which change nothing in the previous
results, so we apply Proposition 4.1 inside the formula (2.37) for every
forest U ; by Lemma 3 . 2 b then we obtain finally for the sum :

THEOREM 4.1. - For a graph G of simple type the renormalized integrand
RG(K, k, k’) defined after the « blowing up » procedure of G, is a general
n + 2L point function in the space C4~n+ 2L -1~ o f the set (K, k, k’).

42 ALGEBRAIC AND ANALYTIC PROPERTIES
OF THE RENORMALIZED G-CONVOLUTION PRODUCT Hän

4 . 2 .1. Definition of 

We have seen in section 2 the alternate « blown-up » definition of the
euclidean renormalized integrand RG, which is :

Vol. 40, n° 4-1984.
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for

Due to theorem 4 .1, we have defined the extension k’) in complex
Minkowski space.

This definition leads to a recursive definition of the euclidean G-convo-

lution product and is well-suited to obtain all algebraic and analytic
properties of HGn in complex Minkowski space, by means of successive
integrations in the appropriate analyticity domain, using Bros-Lassalle’s
procedure [4 ].

Let us consider then the formal expression :

where r(K) is a rL-dimensional complex cycle to be precised.
In view of the blown-up procedure, the announced recursion is the

following :
Suppose that, for a simple graph with l  L independent loops, we can

define a general n-point function, then the same can be done for a graph
with L independent loops.
More precisely, we consider a simple graph G (fig. 3), with N external

lines and 1% G I = L independent lines ... , ~’Suppose we have « closed »
(integrated over) m « blowing-up » lines l1 ...  L. Then we define

The definition of HG is completely specified by (4.14), and :

(4.15)
Indeed, we have : L ren

In these expressions, the symbolic notation K denotes all external momenta,
including « blown-up » ones.
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We assume now the recursion hypothesis :
HG -1 ~ is a general (N + v)-point function, with :

2014 H~" ~(K, k) belongs to the Weinberg class for every fixed
value of K in with :

Notice first that, by theorem 4.1, RG is a general (N + 2L)-point function,
and, by theorem 4.1 a) of [2 ], RG belongs to a precise Weinberg class

with :

So, the recursion hypothesis being true for HG = RG, it ramains to prove
it for 

4.2.2. Algebraic and analytic properties of HGn.

The strategy we use to prove algebraic and analytic properties of H~,
has been introduced by Bros [3] and Lassalle [4] for convergent graphs
(which need no renormalization). Modulo several adaptations, we follow
closely their iterative procedure, emphasizing only the differences between
the convergent case of [3] ] [4] ] and our renormalized one. For details,
we refer to [4 ].

In (4.14) we investigate first the G-convolution on the analytic subma-
nifold defined by :

In order to make the notations more symmetric, we slightly modify
them, in term of a new graph G obtained from G by cutting the line lm,
we also adopt a sequential notation of blown-up momenta k and k’. Then
(4.14) becomes :

where HG is a n-point function, with n = N + 2(L - m), and HG the
corresponding (n + 2)-function associated with G. So, we study the G-con-
volution on the submanifold of C~~ &#x3E; defined by :

We deduce global analyticity by successive local analytic continuations.
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a) Choice of a ’ time direction.
Let a time direction, and 0 the related coordinate ’ system in 
We note :

and

Considerations of holomorphy domain lead to the introduction of the
flat tubes : 

associated with the so-called « pseudocell » ~u.

b) Analyticity of the integrand.
We shall use the following £ notation :

and is the restriction of HG to this analytic hyperplane 7L Let (k, t) E ~rn
be the current point of rc, with t = = - kn + 2, then becomes :

We use the following notations :

where X stands for the set { 1, ... , n ~ of indices labelling the external
lines of G.

Then we have (prop. 8 of [4 ]) : _

PROPOSITION 4. 2. analytic in the variables ~ t°, k° ; 1  
in the region : WeBE.
We must prove then, integrability of H,03C0 at the infinity, in the euclidean

directions.

By the recursion hypothesis :

with

Annales de Henri Poincare - Physique " theorique 
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Then :

where 0153 = 03B1|03C0 is the restriction of a to 7C.

Then, Weinberg’s theorem holds and :

We have now the description of the analyticity domain of by
its sections in t° when k is fixed outside the I E ~*(X) ~ , and
t is fixed, arbitrary:

PROPOSITION 4 . 3 [4 ]. is analytic at all points of the complex
plane t° which do not belong to the union  of the cuts:

So, any line passing through the origin and each point {k=0I, I~F*(X)},
with a slope different from zero, lies inside the t0-section of the domain
of analyticity of if :

c) Analytic continuations.

. The analogous of proposition 11 of [4] ] holds:

PROPOSITION 4.4. - With any point k inside a flat tube of the family
{ ,u E O~n~ ~ it is possible to associate a four dimensional real region
r", C (:4 such that : " 

.

is analytic inside a neighbourhood of S .
= !R3 x ~k with ~k passing inside the analytic domain of 

in to, through the origin and the points {k0I, I E P*(X)}, such that its

infinite parts be parallel with the imaginary axis, to ensure euclidean

convergence.
We can therefore move ~k so that it does not intersect the cuts, so we

have the analyticity inside a neighbourhood of S~.
. We must verify the integrability of in the euclidean region.

We claim this later property holds, thank to the Weinberg’s criterium
(eq. (4.19)) without further proof.

PROPOSITION 4.5. integrable in euclidean regions.
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. We consider now a given cell 03B303BB and the family { 03C3 , ,u EM;.} of the
pseudocells in 03B303BB. In any flat tube S/1 of { 03C3 ,  E M;. } , a function 
analytic inside a neighbourhood of S/1 has been introduced. We have then:

PROPOSITION 4 . 6. The { Ha,ê,/1 ; ,u E M;. } are pieces of a unique func-
tion which is integrable in euclidean directions and analytic inside
a neighbourhood ~e,~, of the flat tube f/;. n Ve. is increasing slowly
near the real in Dê,03BB and has therefore a boundary value in the distributional
sense.

Remark. We notice here the crucial necessity of« complete Steinmann
relations» in order to avoid the « pinched singularities », and recover
analyticity of HG,e,~ . This is the reason which forced us to restrict general
graphs to simple ones: The most general cases of graphs need more sophis-
ticated technical-tools to ensure the Steinmann relations for all overlapping
subgraphs.
We find then that proposition 14 of [4] is still valid: we can move the

time direction e in the light cone, and the various are pieces of the
same analytic function Then:

PROPOSITION 4 . 7. - The f Ha,;.; ~, E A~n~ ~ are pieces of a unique function
HG which is a general n-point function.

. Finally, the proof of the independence of the « antecedent» by the
blowing-up procedure, still holds in our case and, taking into account
the initial point of the recursion (tree graphs), we get the final result:

THEOREM 4.2. - The convolution product associated with a
simple graph with n external lines is a general n-point function.

4 . 2 . 3 . Application 4 coupling.

The relevant graphs to be considered in this theory are the following,
corresponding to (n + 1)-point functions symbolized by « Bubble-vertices » :

l’Institut Henri Poincaré - Physique theorique
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These graphs correspond to the three principal terms of the equations
of motion for Schwinger functions of 1&#x3E;1.
The graph 4 . a is a special case of a simple graph.
The graph 4. c is a graph of tree type. In 4 . b, the only one particle-

irreducible renormalization part is :

So, by a trivial extension of case of simple graphs, we are in position to

apply theorem 5. l, and to get our main result.

THEOREM 4.3. - The renormalized G-convolution conserves all linear

algebraic and analytic properties of axiomatic field theory for all constitutive
graphs of the D~ theory.
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